
Week 3 

God Gave Us Easter:  I hope everyone was able to enjoy Easter.  Regardless of the 
circumstances that surround us this year, Easter gives us so much to celebrate.  I have attached 
a link to a video “. The Donut Repair Club Resurrection Celebration”.  This is a great video for 
kiddos that helps explain the story of Easter.  Warning, it’s from the early 90,s and might remind 
you of fashion faux pas from that era.

Lifecycle of the butterfly: If we were in school, we would be watching our “mail order” caterpillars 
turn into butterflies.  I have seen several websites, including Amazon, advertise butterfly 
habitats.  This is in awesome way for the kids to observe how a lifecycle works and the beauty 
of God’s creations.

Dunk it Dominoes.  Being a huge K.U. Jayhawks fan, I feel like I missed out on seeing my 
favorite team play for the National Championship this year.  Our class plays a fun game this 
time of year to encourage math/subitizing skills.  Number plastic solo, or styrofoam cups 0-12 
and 12-24.  Have the kiddos count/add the dots on the dominoes and dunk them into the 
appropriate cup.  

Small motor:  Writing up.  This might be on an easel, or up under a small table.  You can tape 
paper to the bottom of the table and have your kiddo lie on their back and draw a picture.  This 
is a great way to strengthen shoulder and elbow stability as well as improving bilateral 
coordination.

The Way that I feel.  Being able to identify our feelings is an important skill. We are all 
experiencing a lot of feelings right now.  Have the kiddos draw pictures of feeling faces on paper 
plates.  They can hold them in front of their face and have you guess what feeling they are 
holding up.

Stay healthy and Safe.  I miss you all


